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There are two major areas of health problem that could be significantly reduced by simply eating more beans. One area is chronic diseases and the other is malnutrition. The potential for beans to mitigate chronic diseases will be addressed first.

**Beans and chronic diseases** Chronic diseases (certain types of cancer, Type II diabetes, heart disease, and other diseases of the blood system) typically take many years (10 to 30 years) to develop. Chronic diseases are the most common causes of death in industrialized countries and they significantly lower the quality of life for millions. The single most important factor in the etiology of chronic diseases is the perpetual over-consumption of food (energy). Excess consumption coupled with inadequate physical activity results in a positive energy balance and eventually obesity. Obesity is a common etiologic factor in the development of chronic diseases. Other central components that lead to the development of chronic diseases are chronic elevated concentrations of blood glucose (hyperglycemia) and blood insulin (hyperinsulinemia). Excess body fat leads to hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia and vice versa. Hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia are hallmark features of Type II diabetes and Type II diabetes is a major contributor to the development of heart disease and other diseases of the blood system (cardiovascular diseases). In addition, recent epidemiological studies suggest that hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia contribute to the development of certain cancers.

The type of carbohydrate we eat has a strong influence on food intake, maintenance of normal blood glucose and insulin concentrations, and the occurrence of chronic diseases. Foods with a high glycemic index cause a more rapid and greater rise in blood glucose and insulin than foods with a low glycemic index even though the amount of carbohydrate consumed is equal. Eating foods that have a high glycemic index for a long period of time can lead to hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance and Type II diabetes mellitus. Also, eating high glycemic index foods stimulates people to eat sooner after their last meal than if they ate low glycemic index foods (1, 2). Moreover, eating a high glycemic index meal produces the tendency to select high glycemic foods for a snack or for the next meal. This sets up a vicious cycle that leads to a greater caloric intake and greater blood glucose and insulin concentrations (3). With time, obesity and Type II diabetes develop. On the other hand when low glycemic foods are consumed, there is greater satiety and people don’t feel hungry as quickly. Also the tendency to select high glycemic index foods for snacks or the next meal is reduced. Therefore, the likelihood of excessive calorie consumption is reduced and so is the likelihood of becoming obese and a Type II diabetic. Compared to other carbohydrate sources, beans have a low glycemic index, varying from 26-42 % relative to glucose (4). Beans are also high in fiber (typically 18% dietary fiber) and low in fat. While eating beans will not magically make you thin or make you loose weight, substituting beans for highly-refined cereal products, foods or beverages with a high sugar content, or any high glycemic index food will help curb caloric intake and help maintain a leaner physique.
Excess body fat increases the risk of developing heart disease, strokes, Type II diabetes mellitus, and some types of cancer (5). There has been a steady increase in the percentage of overweight and obese individuals in North America and Western Europe. The increase in obesity is considered to be of epidemic proportions in the U.S. (6) and in most developed countries (5-9). For example, on a worldwide basis, more than one billion adults are overweight and more than 300 million are obese (5,9). In the U.S. more than 60% of the adult population is overweight or obese (7). Obesity and overweight account for approximately 300,000 deaths per year in North America (10,11) and the cost associated with excess fatness is estimated to be greater than 117 billion dollars per year (12). Most of the costs associated with excess fatness are related to Type II diabetes, heart disease, and high blood pressure (13). Perhaps even more disturbing is the great increase in overweight and obese children and adolescents (8). Accompanying the rise in excess fatness is the increased incidence of Type II diabetics in children and adolescents. Soon we will experience a tremendous increase in morbidity and mortality resulting from complications of diabetes and obesity in children and adolescents.

The exact reason why consumption of high glycemic index foods leads to an increased risk for Type II diabetes is not known but may be due to an increase in insulin demand (3,14-16). High glycemic index foods are known to cause rapid elevations in blood glucose and insulin following a meal. Chronic consumption of high glycemic index diets may in turn lead to down-regulation or desensitization of receptors for insulin, eventually contributing to insulin resistance (15). The body initially adjusts to higher circulating glucose by increasing insulin secretion from the pancreas. However, in susceptible individuals over time insulin resistance combined with exhaustion of insulin producing cells will eventually lead to Type II diabetes (3,16). Current research (17, 18) also suggests that hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia stimulate fat cells and possibly cells that line blood vessels (endothelial cells) to secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and interleukin-6 (IL-6). These cytokines promote insulin resistance and other clinical and biochemical symptoms associated with Type II diabetes. In addition, these cytokines are predictive of risk for cardiovascular disease.

Of the chronic diseases, CVD is generally the leading cause of death in North America and Western Europe. Factors that increase one’s risk of developing CVD include high levels of total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol (“bad cholesterol”), low levels of HDL cholesterol (“good cholesterol”), obesity, diabetes, smoking, and high blood pressure. Only one epidemiological study has directly examined the frequency of legume consumption and risk of coronary heart disease in US men and women. After adjusting for confounding risk factors, individuals consuming legumes at least 4 times per week were found to have a 22% lower risk of heart disease than individuals consuming legumes less than once per week (19). In epidemiological studies where legumes are consumed as part of a healthier diet plan, consistent reductions in heart disease risk have also been observed. In the Health Professionals Follow-up Study, men that adhered to a more “prudent diet” which included greater consumption of whole grains, legumes, fish, and poultry had a 30% lower risk of having heart disease. Conversely, individuals following a more “Western” diet, characterized by increased consumption of red meat, refined grains, sweets, French fries, and high fat desserts had a higher risk of heart disease (20). Similar trends were seen in the Nurses Health Study (21). The relative risk of coronary heart disease in the 20% of women that followed the “prudent” dietary pattern more closely was 0.76 compared to 1.46 for women eating a “Western” type pattern (21). Thus, those that most consistently ate
the “prudent” type of diet had one half the risk of developing heart disease compared to those that most often ate the “Western” type of diet.

Data from several human intervention trials indicate that consumption of canned (22-24) and dry beans (22,25-28) reduce serum cholesterol. Generally, in carefully controlled clinical studies where the macronutrient intake was matched and the fiber content in the bean fed group was at least twice that of the control diet, significant reductions in both total and LDL cholesterol occurred (22,29). A 1% reduction in total cholesterol corresponds to about a 2% decrease in the risk of developing heart disease (30). Beans are a good source of soluble dietary fiber, containing approximately 4 g per cup of cooked beans (31). Soluble fiber has been shown to reduce blood cholesterol in epidemiological (32), clinical (21, 22, 25, 33), and animal (34, 35) studies. The consumption of dietary fiber in the US is only 12-13 g/day, well below the recommended 25-35 g/day. Incorporating one cup of cooked beans into the diet would add 12 g of total fiber and 4 g of soluble fiber per day. This increase in fiber intake would be expected to modestly lower serum cholesterol and risk of heart disease, especially in hyperlipidemic individuals.

Correa (36) examined data from 41 countries and found a significant inverse relationship between bean consumption and morbidity due to breast, prostate, and colon cancer. Two animal studies have shown that bean consumption reduces colon cancer (37, 38). Hughes et al. (37) fed rats either pinto beans or casein (milk protein) and found that feeding pinto beans reduced the number of rats with colon cancer by 50% compared to casein-fed rats. Moreover, in rats that did develop tumors, rats fed pinto beans had only 1 tumor while rats fed milk protein had an average of 2.5 tumors. In a similar study, Hangen and Bennink (38) fed rats a casein-based diet, a diet containing black beans, or a diet containing navy beans. They reported that feeding either black beans or navy beans reduced the number of animals that had colon cancer by over 50%. Similar to Hughes et al. (37), the number of tumors per rat was 50% less in bean fed rats. Hangen and Bennink (38) noted that rats fed beans were significantly leaner compared to control animals. These two animal studies corroborate the study by Correa (36) showing that bean consumption reduces colon cancer.

How beans slow cancer growth and which component(s) of beans have anticarcinogenic properties are not yet known. One potential mechanism whereby beans could inhibit cancer is related to regulation of blood glucose and insulin. Recent research findings suggest that high levels of blood insulin (39,40) and/or high levels of blood glucose (41) promote colon cancer. The Cancer Prevention Study by the American Cancer Society found that subjects with Type II diabetes have a higher propensity of developing colon cancer than individuals without diabetes (42). Type II diabetics typically have elevated blood glucose and insulin concentrations. Data from other large prospective studies also suggest that subjects with Type II diabetes have an increased risk of colon cancer (43, 44). Additional evidence supporting the relationship between hyperinsulinemia and promotion of colon cancer was provided by two studies that utilized animals exposed to a colon carcinogen and subsequent injections with insulin. Insulin injections promoted both the early stages of colon cancer (45) and growth of colon tumors (46). As discussed above, eating beans produce low blood glucose and insulin concentrations compared to most other sources of dietary carbohydrates. Taken together, these studies suggest that eating beans to keep blood insulin and glucose low may be one mechanism that slows colon carcinogenesis.
There are at least two other possible mechanisms whereby bean constituents may inhibit colon carcinogenesis. In experimentally induced colon cancer, feeding fiber often does not reduce colon cancer. However, if resistant starch is added along with fiber, fermentation in the colon is altered and colon cancer is reduced. Beans contain high amounts of resistant starch (38) as well as high amounts of soluble and insoluble fibers which leads to favorable fermentation and possibly explains why feeding beans inhibits colon cancer. Another possible mechanism of cancer inhibition is by phytonutrients. Beans contain phytonutrients such as anthocyanins, a variety of phenolic compounds, protease inhibitors, phytic acid, and saponins. Phytonutrients are not considered to be essential nutrients. However, research over the past 15 years clearly demonstrates that some phytonutrients do provide health benefits. Purified protease inhibitors, phytic acid, and saponins inhibit various aspects of carcinogenesis (47-49). But direct evidence that these phytonutrients in foods inhibit cancer is lacking. Therefore, how much of the anticancer activity associated with beans is due to phytonutrients remains to be determined.

**Beans and malnutrition**  Protein energy undernutrition (PEU) remains a common problem in much of the developing world. More than one third of children less than five years of age in developing countries suffer from PEU and the proportion of children who are undernourished has changed very little during the past 20 years (50). Apart from PEU, deficiencies of iron and vitamin A are widespread and often severe. PEU and deficiencies of vitamin A and iron account for more than 75% of the deaths of infants and young children in some developing countries (51). Greater consumption of beans by children in developing countries would significantly reduce morbidity and mortality in this age group.

PEU and micronutrient deficiencies begin during weaning and/or immediately thereafter as most food used for weaning do not provide adequate amounts of energy, protein and micronutrients. Traditional weaning foods are based on starchy staples such as maize, sorghum, finger millet, and rice or non-cereals such as cassava, potato, and plantains and these foods have been widely associated with nutrient deficiencies among pre-school age children (52,53). Beans are not typically fed to small children. However, appropriate combinations of beans and cereals, consumed in adequate amounts, will prevent PEU.
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Additional information on the nutritional value of beans can be found at:
http://www.michiganbean.org/research.html